Predictors of sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving methadone maintenance therapy: a naturalistic study in Taiwan
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Introduction: Sleep disturbance is a major health concern for heroin users receiving methadone maintenance treatment (MMT). The present study was aimed to investigate the predictors for new-onset clinically predominant sleep disturbance (CPSD) among heroin users receiving MMT.

Methods: This 2-year retrospective study included 152 individuals (127 males and 25 females) with heroin use disorder who visited our MMT clinics for the first time. A univariate Cox proportional hazards regression model (Cox model) was used to estimate the potential factors of subsequent CPSD, followed by a multivariate Cox model to identify significant predictors of CPSD after adjusting for other covariates.

Results: Twenty-nine (19.1%) participants developed CPSD during the 2-year period. After forward selection in the Cox model, earlier age at onset of heroin exposure (OR=0.95; P=0.044), lower attendance rate (OR =0.04; P=0.03), greater maximum dose of methadone (OR =1.01; P=0.022), and shorter time to maximum methadone dose (OR =0.98; P=0.007) were significantly associated with new-onset CPSD.

Conclusion: We identified predictors that were significantly associated with new-onset CPSD, and clinicians should be aware of sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving MMT with these risk factors. Future studies are necessary to verify our findings and extend the applicability.
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Introduction
Sleep disturbance is a major health problem affecting more than one-third of the general population,1-3 and it has been reported to influence the quality of life, functions of life, health, and mortality.4-6 Sleep disturbance has also been associated with physical illnesses,7 cognitive difficulties, the risk of injury, and motor vehicle accidents.8 The etiology of sleep disturbance is complicated and multidimensional. Patients suffering from sleep problems are associated with comorbidities such as psychiatric disorders, including depression.9 It has been estimated that 10%–15% of patients with chronic sleep disturbance also have comorbid substance abuse.10 The relationship between substance use and sleep disturbance may be bidirectional, in that substance use may induce sleep problems, and sleep disturbance may increase the risk of relapse of substance use.11

Heroin dependence is a serious public health concern affecting many people worldwide. According to the World Drug Report, opioids are the most harmful drug type, accounting for 70% of the negative health impact associated with drug use disorders worldwide.12 Heroin dependence can result in a heavy socioeconomic burden,
including the need for medical care, lost productivity, and cost of social welfare. Previous studies have demonstrated that exposure to heroin can lead to shortening of sleep latency, reduction in total sleep time and sleep efficiency, and inhibition of rapid eye movement (REM) and non-REM phases of sleep. Sleep disturbance affects both heroin abusers and heroin users receiving methadone maintenance therapy (MMT). Methadone, a synthetic opioid, has been approved as an effective therapeutic strategy for opioid users due to its interaction with opioid receptors. Research has shown that perceived sleep problems exist in up to 75% of heroin users receiving MMT. One prospective study reported that patients maintained on methadone or buprenorphine had high levels of sleep impairment, including not getting the amount of sleep they needed, not sleeping enough to feel rested, trouble falling asleep, and falling back asleep after waking.

Several mechanisms have been postulated to explain insomnia among heroin users receiving MMT, and heroin users receiving MMT have been shown to suffer from more sleep architecture abnormalities and central sleep apnea than controls. In addition, Nguyen et al reported that patients receiving MMT had higher respiratory variability during sleep than healthy controls, indicating sleep-disordered breathing. Moreover, the administration of opioids can decrease levels of adenosine, a neurochemical modulator of the homeostatic drive for sleep, which is dependent on the opioid receptorμ-1 (OPRM1) gene, subsequently resulting in sleep disturbance. The possibility that lower levels of adenosine may be associated with sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving MMT is further supported by the observation that heroin users receiving MMT fail to show typical recovery responses after a sleep-deprivation challenge. From a genetic point of view, Wang et al reported that some single nucleotide polymorphisms in OPRM1 may be associated with the sleep disturbance found in patients receiving MMT. Furthermore, heroin decreases acetylcholine release in some brain regions such as the pontine reticular formation, thereby further inhibiting REM sleep. Heroin can also suppress inhibitory GABAergic transmission in the dorsal raphe nucleus, promoting wakefulness. The association between sleep disturbance and MMT may be mediated by depression, which is prevalent in both groups. Withdrawal from heroin along with methadone detoxification may also contribute to sleep disturbance. It is important to assess sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving MMT because it may adversely affect treatment outcomes, mental health, quality of life, and adherence to treatment.

Although previous studies have discussed sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving MMT, few studies have investigated new-onset sleep disturbance in heroin users without sleep disturbance at the initiation of MMT. Furthermore, most of these studies have investigated self-reported sleep disturbance but not clinically evaluated sleep disturbance. It would be beneficial for psychiatrists to be able to evaluate the factors associated with new-onset sleep disturbance. A few studies have investigated the factors associated with sleep disturbance; however, studies investigating the early predictors of sleep disturbance in patients receiving MMT are lacking. Thus, this retrospective, 2-year follow-up study was aimed to investigate the predictors of new-onset sleep disturbance based on clinicians’ evaluations of heroin users receiving MMT in Taiwan. In comparison with previous studies using self-reported questionnaires, we investigated clinically predominant sleep disturbance (CPSD), indicating sleep disturbance requiring clinical intervention. The current study provides another point of view to depict sleep disturbance. We hypothesized that demographic characteristics and characteristics of heroin use and MMT may predict new-onset sleep disturbance, and that clinicians could identify these factors in clinical practice.

**Methods**

**Ethics**

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kai-Syuan Psychiatric Hospital (KSPH-2017-07) according to the current revision of the Declaration of Helsinki and national legal requirements (Human Subjects Research Act, Taiwan). We did not need formal informed consent as deidentified data were used in the analysis.

**Participants**

This 2-year retrospective study included individuals with heroin dependence who visited the MMT clinics of Kai-Syuan Psychiatric Hospital for the first time for MMT from January 2015 to August 2017. This hospital is the core psychiatric hospital in southern Taiwan and provides multidimensional psychiatric treatment and services, including admissions, outpatient services, emergency services, and community services. The hospital also offers multiple specialist services, including treatment for addiction. The inclusion criteria were patients who 1) were at least 18 years of age; 2) met the DSM-IV-TR or DSM-5 criteria for heroin use disorder as assessed by psychiatrists; and 3) had positive findings of opioids in a urine test before treatment. We excluded patients with a history of schizophrenia, neurocognitive disorders, neurodevelopmental disorders, major...
predictive disorder, bipolar disorder, and mental disorders due to medical conditions according to the DSM-IV-TR or DSM-5. Patients diagnosed with these disorders were excluded as we aimed to examine the association between sleep problems and MMT, and these disorders may have been comorbid with sleep disturbance. Furthermore, patients were excluded if they had ever taken sleeping pills or been diagnosed with sleep disorders before starting MMT. Patients with substance use were also excluded except for those with opioid and nicotine use.

All assessments were made by psychiatrists at our hospital. All of the patients underwent diagnostic interviews to evaluate psychiatric comorbidities according to the DSM-IV-TR or DSM-5, along with a urine test for illegal substances. A physical examination, hematological test, electrocardiography, and chest X-ray were performed to exclude undesirable medical conditions before entering MMT. Additional urine tests for other substances were performed according to the clinical judgment of the psychiatrists during MMT. We prescribed methadone according to official practice guidelines for heroin use disorder. The patients were prescribed with methadone at an initial daily dose of 10–40 mg according to the severity of withdrawal symptoms and medical conditions. The prescribed dose was then slowly titrated to a maximal maintenance dose. After relieving the withdrawal symptoms, the patients were encouraged to gradually taper the daily dose of MMT. The difference in titration or tapering dose did not exceed 10 mg per day. The patients revisited the MMT clinic once per week in the first few months, then once per month after they had achieved a maximal maintenance dose. If the patients wished to titrate or taper the dose of methadone more than two times in 1 month, they were asked to revisit our clinic once or twice per month for detailed assessments. Patients who were absent for more than 6 days in 1 month or for three continuous days were also asked to revisit our clinic for intensive assessments and adjustments of the dosage by their psychiatrist once per week. Furthermore, those who were absent for 14 continuous days were discontinued from our MMT program.

Outcome measures and predictors
We retrospectively collected data from the hospital’s database of electronic records. The primary outcome was time to new-onset CPSD, defined as acute onset of sleep disturbance requiring pharmacological or nonpharmacological treatment either at initiation or during the retrospective period of MMT. CPSD was assessed by the treating psychiatrists at the MMT clinics. When patients complained about sleep problems, the treating psychiatrists would provide an appropriate intervention. Those who were treated with either psychoeducative psychotherapy or psychotropic medication were defined as patients with CPSD. We also collected several potential predictors and controlled for their effects on new-onset CPSD. These potential predictors included sex (male or female), employment status (employed or unemployed), marital status (married, single, and divorced or widowed), human immunodeficiency virus infection status, age at onset of heroin exposure, age at initiating MMT, education level, maximum MMT dose, time to maximum MMT dose, and attendance rate. The attendance rate was defined as the percentage of days the patients actually attended MMT divided by the days they should have attended MMT, and it was calculated from the initial attending date to the date of new-onset CPSD, being lost to follow-up, or the end of the retrospective period.

Statistical analysis
We initially conducted descriptive statistics to summarize the clinical characteristics at baseline. For the first step, we used a univariate Cox proportional hazards regression model of survival analysis to investigate potential factors associated with the time to CPSD. Statistically significant factors (P<0.05) obtained from the first step were then entered into a forward multivariate Cox proportional hazards regression model to identify definite risk factors after adjusting for other covariates. In addition, Pearson correlation analysis was used to detect possible collinearity between factors. All tests were two-tailed, and statistical significance was set at P<0.05. All data were processed using SPSS version 17.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).

Results
Patient variables
One hundred and seventy-eight heroin users with MMT were initially screened. Among them, 26 were excluded due to comorbidity with schizophrenia (n=1), major depressive disorder (n=8), bipolar disorder (n=4), other substance use (n=10), and mood disorder comorbid with other substance use (n=3). Finally, a total of 152 heroin users receiving MMT were included into our analysis after screening for the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The characteristics are listed in Table 1.

Predictors of CPSD
Twenty-nine of the 152 participants (19.1%) had new-onset CPSD. All of them were treated with psychoeducative psychotherapy and psychotropic medications as
Furthermore, Pearson correlation analysis showed that there were significant but slight correlations between attendance rate vs age at onset of heroin exposure (r = 0.157; P = 0.053), time to maximum methadone dose vs age at onset of heroin exposure (r = 0.057; P = 0.485), time to maximum methadone dose vs attendance rate (r = 0.157; P = 0.054), or maximum methadone dose vs attendance rate (r = 0.140; P = 0.085). There was no collinearity between time to maximum methadone dose and maximum dose of methadone (r = 0.157; P = 0.053), time to maximum methadone dose vs age at onset of heroin exposure (r = 0.057; P = 0.485), time to maximum methadone dose vs attendance rate (r = 0.157; P = 0.054), or maximum methadone dose vs attendance rate (r = 0.140; P = 0.085). There were significant but slight correlations between attendance rate vs age at onset of heroin exposure (r = 0.22; P = 0.006) and maximum methadone dose vs age at onset of heroin exposure (r = 0.18; P = 0.027). Among them, the effect sizes of significant correlations were low regarding the cutoff values of Pearson correlation.

### Discussion

In the present study, we identified several predictors for the subsequent development of CPSD among heroin users.
treated with MMT. Sleep disturbance is associated with many problems in heroin users, and our results may help clinicians to identify the early signs of sleep disturbance and implement treatment plans to prevent worsening of sleep status. Previous studies investigating sleep problems among heroin users have often used self-reported questionnaires such as the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) and Epworth Sleepiness Scale. However, heroin users may not seek medical assistance. In order to provide another point of view, we used CPSD as the primary outcome. We defined CPSD as “sleep disturbance requiring medical assistance”, which indicated more severe sleep disturbance which may have affected the heroin users’ health and daily function. Furthermore, the factors we identified in the present study may be an underrecognized problem among heroin users receiving MMT. As a result, we suggest that clinicians should routinely evaluate the sleep condition of heroin users when prescribing methadone. We found lower rates of co-occurring other substance use and major psychiatric disorders compared with a previous study. The patients with multiple substance use or major psychiatric disorders may have more easily dropped out from our MMT program at the outpatient department due to repeated admissions, and they would have been prescribed with buprenorphine during admission. Due to the additional treatment costs in these specific patients, it may be difficult for them to enroll in the MMT program due to the policy of National Health Insurance Bureau in Taiwan.

Our results showed that an earlier age at the onset of heroin exposure predicted the subsequent onset of CPSD. Although a previous study demonstrated no association between the age at onset of heroin use and sleep disturbance, it has also been reported that patients with long-term opioid use frequently have severe sleep-disordered breathing, which in part is central in origin. Furthermore, a longer duration of MMT has been significantly correlated with obstructive sleep apnea. Our results further support that a long period of heroin exposure can predict the development of sleep disturbance. On the other hand, the mean age at onset of heroin exposure (35.6 years) was much older than in a previous study in Australia (18 years). However, previous studies have also reported an older age at onset of heroin use ranging from 25 to 30 years in Taiwan, which is closer to our report. Differences in social culture may contribute to the difference between Taiwan and other countries. We also found that a higher maximum dosage of methadone predicted the development of CPSD. A morphine equivalent daily dose of >200 mg has been strongly associated with the severity of sleep-disordered breathing. A retrospective cohort study reported similar findings to our results and suggested that a higher dosage of opioids was associated with central sleep apnea and ataxic breathing. We also found that a shorter time to a maximum dose of methadone predicted subsequent CPSD. Although this factor has rarely been reported, it may also be explained by the association between sleep disturbance and heroin. Patients with a shorter time to a maximum dose of methadone may have a stronger initial desire for heroin, and they may be at risk of higher doses of exposure to heroin before entering MMT.

In the present study, we found a link between a lower attendance rate and subsequent CPSD. This may be because heroin users with low adherence to MMT are at risk of additional heroin abuse, and thus an increased risk of sleep disturbance. A prospective study investigating treatment outcomes of MMT indicated that poor adherence can substantially increase the risk of drug relapse. Hence, clinicians should make efforts to improve adherence in order to prevent drug relapse and sleep disturbance. Finally, we found that sex and age at initiating MMT were not significantly associated with new-onset CPSD, which is consistent with previous studies that reported no correlations between sex and age at initiating MMT and subjective sleep disturbance as measured by the PSQI. Moreover, several studies have reported a significant association between smoking and sleep problems, and a prospective study also reported that opioid-dependent patients with severe nicotine dependence had a higher risk of severe sleep disturbance. However, the present study did not find a significant association between nicotine use and CPSD. Further studies focusing on heroin users receiving MMT are needed to explore the association between nicotine use and sleep disturbance.

A strength of this study is that it is a naturalistic observation reflecting clinical practice in the real world. We also identified several predictors that have seldom been reported before for the onset of sleep disturbance in heroin users receiving MMT. However, there are also several limitations to this study. First, as a retrospective chart review, the possibility of missing data limits the outcomes. For example, the pattern of nicotine use was absent from our electronic records, and there were insufficient data concerning the clinical symptoms or polysomnography for sleep disturbance. Furthermore, certain factors were not explored, including close family member substance abuse history and current psychosocial problems. These factors should be investigated in future studies on the prediction of the onset of CPSD. Second, the heroin users receiving MMT may not have visited our outpatient department for sleep disturbance during
the retrospective period and may not have been identified to have CPSD. However, as the core psychiatric hospital in southern Taiwan, our hospital provides a wide range of treatments including treatment for addiction and sleep disturbance. Patients with sleep problem who failed to ask for help at our MMT clinics may also limit the interpretation of our study. Third, although patients with substance use except for opioid and nicotine use were initially excluded from the study and from the follow-up period, we only routinely (not less than once per month) performed urine tests for heroin. Psychiatrists made clinical judgment on the participants’ use of benzodiazepine or illegal substances other than heroin. Therefore, it is possible that some participants with other substance use were not excluded during the follow-up period. Moreover, undetected exposure to other substances may have confounded the impact of related factors, such as attendance rates. Fourth, the relatively small sample size may have limited the interpretation of the current study. Moreover, the relatively few female patients may have undermined the reliability of gender comparisons. Fifth, there was a lack of early interventions or psychosocial programs in our study.\textsuperscript{53,54}

Specific interventions for patients with a younger age at heroin exposure and well-structured sleep hygiene programs should be investigated in future research to elucidate their clinical implications. Finally, as a single-center study, the generalizability of the results may be limited.

\textbf{Conclusion}

We found that a younger age at heroin exposure, a lower attendance rate of MMT, a higher maximum dosage of methadone, and a shorter time to maximum methadone dose predicted new-onset CPSD. We investigated sleep disturbance requiring clinical assistance, which is different from self-reported sleep disturbance commonly reported in recent publications. Future studies with a larger sample size, longer retrospective period, unmeasured psychological factors, and specific interventions for sleep disturbance are necessary to verify and extend the generalizability of our findings.
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